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Female-Owned , Curated Handcrafted
Goods, Rare Orchids, Jewellery
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E Y  C E N T R E ,  4 8 9 9  U P L A N D S  D R .

...and more!

Swipe to see our featured artists!



Sonia, is the maker behind Aura by Meliaura.
Each piece is assembled here in Ottawa and  
inspired by current trends for a bold and
defined look. Her materials are carefully
selected to accentuate your most beautiful
assets! Sonia's unique one- of- a kind
creations will be sure to charm you!

AURA BY MELIAURAAURA BY MELIAURA  



Floral Sweeties is about all things floral!
Maker of Floral Sweeties Hannah Fraser
works part time as a Registered Nurse in
oncology and established her small
business 'Floral Sweeties' in 2019 as a
creative outlet. Hannah's work is inspired by
nature and uses locally grown garden and
wild flowers. Jewelry is made by carefully
embedding pressed flowers in epoxy resin
with unique metal findings, while artworks
are made by imprinting fresh flowers in clay
and adding hydrocal cement. 

FLORAL SWEETIESFLORAL SWEETIES



Soaps, bath bombs and clean skincare.
Single use plastic free! Zoe's Corner was
started in 2011 by Zoe Sztepa, selling soaps
and beeswax candles out of a corner in her
family's restaurant, The Brookfield
Restaurant. Since then we have added a
variety of natural and handmade skincare
products and are available in store accross
Ontario.

ZOES CORNERZOES CORNER



Home, bath, candles & more. Luroma was
built and curated by the creative Luwam.
When Luwam's not working with homeless
families or new comers to Canada, she’s
either traveling, spending time in nature, or
enjoying a variety of different sports. She’s
now stepping out of her comfort zone and
into her powers as an entrepreneur. 

LUROMA THERAPYLUROMA THERAPY



Katelyn Banfill, owner of Banfill Ceramics
is a Montreal based potter and maker of
handmade, functional and decorative
ceramics. Most of her inspiration comes
from a love of nature and the woods,
trips to western Canada, and the
Montreal Art culture she has grown up
with. Through boobies, bears and
mountain mugs, she aims to recreate
textures and forms from nature and turn
them into a functional art that can be a
part of someone’s everyday life. 

BANFILL CERAMICSBANFILL CERAMICS



ArtworksbySD is owned by Ottawa local
artist and graphic designer Sarah! Her work is
inspired by themes of nature, astrology, and
botany. Sarah primarily works with
watercolours-focusing on blending realism
and attention to detail with the painterly
qualities of the medium. ArtworksbySD offers
original paintings, handmade greeting cards,
and high quality prints of original artwork. 

ARTWORKS BY SDARTWORKS BY SD



DFOrganico Inc. started because of their
love for orchids and wanting to bring rare
and beautiful varieties to their clients in
Ottawa. They source orchids exclusively
from the great State of Hawaii, United States.
They focus on high quality, healthy cattleya,
dendrobium, oncidium and other hard to find
orchids grown in greenhouses on the Big
Island. Hawaiian orchids are known for their
beauty, quality and fragrance.   

DF ORGANICODF ORGANICO  
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SEE YOU THERE!SEE YOU THERE!
Visit the link in bio for tickets.

@TheUrbanBotanist


